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The goal of the =|UWS|= Clan is to provide a fun and enjoyable 
environment for our members as well as the general public. As 
such, the following rules apply as a measure to ensure this.  

1. MATURITY: All clan members are to act in a mature manner. While wearing 
the  

=|UWS|= tags, you are not only representing yourself, but you are representing the entire clan. 
Childish and immature actions on your behalf can result in you being removed from the clan 
and being banned from the server.  

2. IMAGE. All members of the =|UWS|= Clan shall behave in a mature and 
responsible manner as to not tarnish the reputation of the clan. Any member seen 
disrespecting any other Clan, association or member will be dealt with swiftly.  

3. CONDUCT: All players on the server are not to use foul or disrespectful language. 
Anyone caught using foul language will be warned only once.  Occurrences after that can result 
in being kicked and may be banned from the server. Any player using racist comments, abuse of 
any kind to someone because of their sex, origin and religious beliefs WILL BE BANNED!! 
Members are encouraged to speak out when they themselves are victims of bad attitudes and 
abuse. Be respectful towards other clans on MOH.  

4. TEAMSPEAK: NO WHISTLING, SINGING or music ON TEAMSPEAK people are 
trying to play.  When entering the channel, as those playing the game they are unable to see 
who has joined, be sure to state your name.  Endeavour not to make any unnecessary 
noises, such as echoing (due to a loud speaker setting) or background noises.  

5. PROMOTIONS: Members will not be promoted more than one rank increase at a 
time.  Earning a promotion has nothing to do with skills; you earn promotion for dedication in 
the clan.  Never ask for Promotion or Awards.  Be an example for lower ranks.  Because 
dedicated members grow in rank, they earn respect.  They put time and effort in to this clan so 
show them respect.  Respect your own rank, do the duties that come with it.  

6. CHEATING: Any cheating by a member will result in your immediate discharge (with 
evidence), and banning from the server, website and forums.  Furthermore all accusations 
against others must be backed up with evidence.   Any =|UWS|= member found to be publicly 
accusing another player of cheating without proper evidence is considered inappropriate and will 
be dealt with accordingly.  

7. LOYALTY: If you are a member of the =|UWS|= clan, you can not represent, or be a 
member of another MOHAA clan.  Any member of =|UWS|= who is MIA without prior notice 
over a continuous period of 1 month will be moved to inactive, one month more, you will be 
discharged.  

8. RECRUITING: Anyone can recommend someone to the clan or recruit. All potential 
recruits must submit an application. Only the Recruiter or a member from clan council can add 
someone to the clan.  Anyone interested in joining the clan must download Team Speak and 
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have an open discussion with the Recruiter or member(s) of clan council so they can get to know 
the player wanting to join.  

9. SERVER: All members will abide by the rules as set out, any infractions will be dealt with 
swiftly. 

9a. ASKING AN ADMIN TO KICK  
                                 Please note the following. 
- Admins are not allowed to kick public just because a member THINKS he is hacking. Every admin has to be 
absolutely sure that a kick (or ban) is required.  
Its not because an admin doesn't believe you; its because the admin will get into trouble if he kicks without 
speccing the player first! He has to be absolutely sure the player is hacking. So please; don't be angry if an admin 
specs a player first before kicking; its something the admins have agreed on doing so. 

We are required to spec someone for at least 2 or 3 rounds...So do not be impatient  
 
Mohaa is a game with enough tricks, glitches and known spots to kill people without being seen.  
If a player is going off the map, melts through a wall; knows where to nade or turns around a corner to shoot 
you...It doesn't mean he or she is cheating. Most of the times they just know how to play this game. 
 
Further on; if a admin decides not to kick someone because he or she isn't sure...don't be mad. Its his or hers call. 
You can ask another admin to check that decision (note to admins: don't be mad if another admin overrules 
you...we are all doing this with the same interest!) if you are still convinced somethings up. 
 
Our server is greatly appreciated by the public because most of the time cheaters are being kicked. However; 
sometimes a hack slips through our tight security. Thanks to Braindead we are now able to screen shot people so 
we can be absolutely sure. Thats the only thing an admin can do after he or she specced someone and still isn't 
sure whats up what that particular player. 
 
Last of all I want to point out (like a lot of people have done before me): do NOT accuse people in the server! if 
you have a problem, go find an admin. If no-one is around...bad luck. I'm sorry, but thats the way it is. I know its 
tough to play on the server with a hacker without being able to do anything about it, i've been there. (and done 
that!)  
Going to the small-talk-level in the server doesn't help anyone. Just stay calm, try to find an admin and if no-one 
is around...just play or leave. Its best for own health if you don't let it get to you! (remember...its 'just' a game!) 
 

10. FORUMS. All members are expected to as much as possible. If anyone has any questions, 
concerns, complaints or ideas, please make a post and it will be addressed. If you wish to report anyone 
that is in violation of any rules or regulations listed above, send an email to Bear, Slashr or any member 
of clan council so it can be investigated.   
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Clan Leaders 
Bear gregtheplumber_2@hotmail.com  

Slashr Rodgergoddard.msn.com  

Clan Council  

Contact: clancouncil@uwsclan.us 

AngrySquid angry_squid@hotmail.com 

FemaleFatality mamacatincharge@hotmail.com 

GomerPyle rhallm9553@charter.net 

HateMe Bigr4x4@hotmail.com 

HermesConrad worm999@msn.com  

Kristin kthorn002@twcny.rr.com  

MaNiYaQ g.dean@insightbb.com  

Porkchop leinieboy@verizon.net  

Vince vincentspaa@hotmail.com   

Ifrit: UWSIfrit@live.nl 

Spidy: m@ttie.nl 

Recruitment Team 
American Recruiters 

ZeR0BuG: Email: bisbebri@gmail.com MSN: linuxpenquin@hotmail.com 

Poison Ivy: poisoness1@hotmail.com 

Euro Recruiters 

General Patton: lostpatton@hotmail.com 

Scobomb: scobomb_92@hotmail.com 


